
Handling hazardous materials across the chemical supply chain can  
pose risk and danger to even the most conscientious companies.   

 
To prevent disasters and injuries, follow LeSaint’s 

 “Safety First” guidelines outlined below.

TIP SHEET HANDLING HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

tart with process. Ensure that material handling and storage processes are  

documented and easily accessible by anyone interacting with the hazardous products.

ct with prevention in mind. Always act in a way that prevents an accident  

before it happens, even if that means taking slower steps or checking twice.

ollow regulatory and compliance rules. Regulations have been established to 

ensure safety, so be sure to know them and follow them under all circumstances.

mergency procedures should be in place at all times, so if an accident does happen, 

evacuation and/or quick mitigation occurs. Have spill kits readily available and fully stocked 

for the type of hazardous material you are storing.

rain employees on process, regulations and compliance. Actively use instructional  

settings paired with posted signage as reminders at the time materials are being handled.

our gear matters. Wear the right protective suits, eye protection, and other PPE items to 

protect your physical self. Ensure decontamination occurs after every material interaction. 

ood is bad! Food, beverages or any other type of ingested item should never be stored or 

consumed where hazardous materials are being handled.

nspect regularly in order to find ways to continuously improve and build new methods for 

preventing spills and accidents.

ead labels and safety data sheets, being sure to follow their instructions and take all  

necessary precautions. Also build processes to verify labeling fulfills GHS and hazardous 

labeling guidelines.

egregate and store all materials in accordance with the instructions on their Safety 

Sheet and product label.

ake a zero tolerance mindset. Irresponsible, wreckless behavior is simply too risky 

in a hazardous material environment where human lives are at stake. Take a zero tolerance 

mindset in your culture and with your employees. Ensure all measures are taken for the  

highest levels of safety.
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